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Abstract. We present a general methodology for integrating arbitrarysecurity
requirements in the development of business processes in a both elegant and rig-
orous way. We show how trust relationships between different parties and their
respective security goals can be reflected in a specification, which results in a re-
alistic modeling of business processes in the presence of malicious adversaries.
Special attention is given to the incorporation of cryptography in the development
process with the main goal of achieving specifications that are sufficiently simple
to be suited for formal verification, yet allow for a provablysecure cryptographic
implementation.
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1 Introduction

For typical distributed business processes, especially those that run over the Internet,
from supply chains over business federations to virtual enterprises, security plays a
crucial role. For instance, analysts often see lack of security as a major impediment
to the adoption of web services. However, the notion of security is often neglected in
business-process models, which usually concentrate on modeling the process in a way
that functional correctness can be shown, either manually or using formal proof tools
like model checking. In contrast to features that are crucial for functional correctness,
security features are typically integrated in an application in an ad-hoc manner, often
during the actual implementation process. However, this approach brings about several
problems.

First, the integration of security features into a development process is not well
understood. In particular, a crucial ingredient for adequately modeling security issues –
the incorporation of trust assumptions into a specification– is usually not considered,
and hence needs further investigation.

Secondly, integrating security properties by hand is difficult and error-prone, and
thus lack of experience of individual developers often leads to security leaks. As these
developers usually do not have a strong background in security they need to be provided
with concrete guidelines and suitable tools for the development of secure applications.

⋆ An earlier version of this paper appeared in [16].



Thirdly, achieving security goals often relies on an appropriate use of cryptographic
protocols, e.g., for achieving secrecy for a particular message, the underlying key ex-
change, or larger cryptographic protocols like payment systems or fair exchange. How-
ever, incorporating cryptography already in the specification is surely not desired since
this would significantly complicate the use of formal methods in case a validation of
security properties is desired. More precisely, a suitabletool would have to cope with
probabilism, computational restrictions, error probabilities, and other essential details
for reasoning about real cryptographic primitives in a meaningful way. No such tool ex-
ists yet. Hence abstractions for such protocols should be provided that are as simple as
possible on the one hand, yet extensive enough to allow for being securely implemented
on the other hand. One of the main problems in all prior work isthe use of oversim-
plified abstractions, which are insufficient in the sense that they cannot be securely
implemented, even if provably secure cryptographic primitives are used. Today, a large
variety of applications presupposes the use of cryptographic protocols (but without ac-
tually specifying them), which exemplifies the demand for a common formal model
that can deal with these issues on the one hand, but can still be conveniently used for
expressing and analyzing a large variety of applications.

1.1 Our Contribution

This work presents a guideline how to integratearbitrary security requirements in the
specification of business process modeling in a both elegantand rigorous way. Before
an application is specified, the developer should be aware ofthe security goals he wants
to achieve. This is shown on the right-hand side of Figure 1. The security properties
considered in this work are especially not restricted to commonly analyzed, message-
specific properties like secrecy or authenticity of specificmessage, but comprise so-
phisticated properties like probabilistic non-interference (absence of probabilistic flow
of information), fair exchange, or privacy guarantees based on privacy policies. Al-
though these properties are essential for lots of business processes, their incorporation
in the design process has not been well understood yet. Furthermore, the trust rela-
tionship between different parties has to be reflected in thedesign. We investigate the
notion of trust models for this purpose, and we show how they can be used to allow for
a convenient incorporation of trust into the development process. As shown in Figure 1,
after reflecting these features in the specification, commonapproaches on step-wise
refinement can be applied.

Our further work is based on a probabilistic model of reactive networks for express-
ing and analyzing cryptographic protocols from [41, 20, 19]. This model, commonly
known as the BPW model by now, has ben widely used to the computationally accu-
rate analysis of security protocols. In particular, it has been used to give the first full
cryptographic justification for a Dolev-Yao model, i.e., for arbitrary active attacks and
within arbitrary surrounding interactive protocols, was first given in [15, 18, 17, 21],
which in turn allowed to analyse several well-known security protocols in a compu-
tationally sound manner [10, 2, 5, 13, 8, 4]. Especially interesting for our work is that
the notion of simulatability that underlies the BPW model comes with several prop-
erty preservation theorems: integrity, fairness, liveness, and non-interference [6, 14, 9,
11, 12, 3]. By exploiting the benefits of this approach, we show how business processes
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Fig. 1. A usual development approach based on step-wise refinement is shown on the left side.
The right side shows the main extensions of our approach, i.e., including security requirements
and trust models into specifications, and appropriate refinement of cryptographic abstractions.

including security issues can be specified in a way that is suited for formal verification
as the use of probabilism that arises from the underlying cryptography can be avoided
on this layer without destroying the link to the (necessarily probabilistic) cryptographic
implementation. This means that the crypto-related parts of a specification can be re-
fined automatically without any further assistance of the developer yielding a concrete
implementation of the system (provided that the parts that are not related to security
are sufficiently specified) such that this refinement preserves all security properties of
the specification. This is also shown on the right-hand side of Figure 1. Here, a con-
crete implementation with still abstract representationsof cryptography can be easily
and securely refined, since the model offers an appropriate interface for a cryptographic
library, and the abstract specification provided by the model ensures a correct deploy-
ment. As the final result of our whole approach, we obtain a concrete proposal for a
secure implementation of the specification including an appropriate deployment of ac-
tual cryptography.

This stands in blatant contrast to prior approaches that make implicit or explicit use
of real cryptography, in which the development of an application stops to be elaborate
if it comes to the implementation of real crypto.

1.2 Prior Work

The early days of business-process modeling were stamped bythe use of pictures that
described the interaction between different components ofthe system. This is still very
common at a high level of abstraction, but nowadays merging different views on the
process within suitable specification languages, usually workflow management systems



or UML. However, if formal validation is desired, there is a need to equip such lan-
guages with a non-ambiguous semantics before, e.g., model checking techniques can be
applied. Hence, research on business process modeling has recently started to encode
business-process diagrams into a formal model that can be given a suitable semantics,
usually based on interacting state machines [32, 26], petrinets [30], or graph gram-
mars [31]. Based on the language ConGolog, a more action-oriented representation of
business processes is presented in [33]. However, these works did not explicitly take
security aspects into account.

Besides the mentioned models, well-known standards for business modeling like
ebXML and WSFL emerged that included security issues by postulating the use of
secure and reliable message transmission, but they do not define this notion beyond
the informal description, nor do they address more complex security goals. For a nice
overview, see [37].

Up to now, models that explicitly address the incorporationof security issues in
the design process are typically extensions of a fragment ofUML that can be given
the desired semantics. They address more general notions ofsecurity than in the stan-
dards like multi-level security [29] or role-based access control [34]. Although these
are already significant results in this area, several important features like probabilis-
tic flow of information and faithful representation of cryptography as described above
have not been addressed yet. However, as some of the above work is at least implicitly
based on cryptographic techniques like ensuring authenticity in access control or se-
crecy for transmitting confidential information in multi-level security, abstraction ver-
sions of cryptographic primitives like secure channels areincluded there, following the
approach of Dolev and Yao [25]. Using these abstractions allows for fairly simple proofs
of security properties. From the view of cryptography however, these abstractions are
unfaithful in the sense that they cannot be securely implemented even if provably secure
cryptographic primitives are used. A concrete counterexample is given in [40]. Being
more precise, there is no guarantee that properties of theseabstractions are also valid
for the concrete implementation.

2 Security Requirements and Trust Models

This section investigates the incorporation of security requirements and trust models
into the specification of a business process. We further introduce a certifies mail proto-
col as a running example, which we will consecutively develop as the paper proceeds.

To incorporate security in the development of a business process, several aspects
naturally have to be taken into account. First the addressedsecurity properties have to
be identified. Up to now, this task usually has been restricted to relatively simple secu-
rity properties like secrecy of a specific message, but typical processes that are based on
more sophisticated protocols often presuppose achieving more general security proper-
ties like fair exchange or absence of information flow. Secondly, the relationship of trust
between the different parties has to be investigated and incorporated in the design, i.e.,
which users trust which other users for which purpose. Further comprised by this point
is that a developer might be interested in the number of malicious participants that the
considered application can successfully tolerate. Dealing with questions of this kind



leads to the notion oftrust models, which are common in the security community, but
have not been properly addressed for business process modeling so far.

2.1 Security Goals

Before starting to develop a secure application, the desired security goals have to be
determined. Typically, the addressed security goals are restricted to either single-sided
security, e.g., by establishing security using a trusted computing base that can be eval-
uated according to Common Criteria, or to channel- or message-specific properties like
secrecy of a particular channel, which can (hopefully) be achieved in a single step by a
suitable deployment of encryption schemes. However, this is not sufficient for living up
to the multilateral security demands of multiple sides thatare running a complex proto-
col. A typical example in business modeling are fair exchange systems, where different
“basic” security goals collide from different sides and have to be achieved at once, e.g.,
a buyer wants to receive the ordered goods if he properly paysfor them whereas a seller
wants to receive his money if he delivers the goods. Dealing with such general goals for
multiple parties is much more difficult for the developer since it is not sufficient to, e.g.,
simply classify a channel as being secure, but the security property may depend on the
continuous interaction of several parties, or may even change over time. Hence, incor-
porating such properties in formal specification gives riseto several questions, which
are often circumvented by including the property in prose without defining it beyond
the reach of an informal description. However, this mainly passes on the problem to the
implementor who now has to derive a secure implementation without sufficient guide-
lines by the specification. Hence a formal model for businessprocesses should allow
for expressingarbitrary security goals, and it should further provide concrete guidelines
how a secure implementation can be achieved from a secure specification.

2.2 Trust Models

Typically, a trust model refers to one specific property only, i.e., one system might use
different trust models for different properties. For example, a user might trust another
user of his own company to proof-read some unpublished work without using it for its
own advantage, but not to use his company credit card. Many companies and govern-
ments even officially do not have a centralized trust model, i.e., different departments
are often not allowed to share all their knowledge and delegate all their tasks to each
other.

For a meaningful incorporation of trust in the development process, a trust model
has to meet the demands of two different points of view.

First, it has to specify which parties trust each other for which purpose, respectively
which parties are considered as being potentially dishonest. This represents the indi-
vidual demands and relationships between the different users. Obviously, these trust
relationships heavily depend on the addressed security requirements, so it should be
avoided to lump together all kinds of security requirements, but each requirement may
need an individual treatment. This is an important feature in our underlying model,
where different requirements can be expressed as integrity, privacy, and liveness re-
quirements. For dealing with security issues in the presence of malicious adversaries,



this view usually captures the number of dishonest parties that a system can success-
fully tolerate without losing its promised security properties. The common way to cap-
ture this formally is to useaccess structures. An access structureACC is a subset of the
powerset of all participants, representing the honest participants or correct hardware
components; for the setM = {1, . . . , n} of participants, e.g., we haveACC ⊆ 2M.
ACC has to be closed under element insertion, i.e., withA ∈ ACC andA ⊆ B, we
haveB ∈ ACC. For cryptographic protocols, typical examples are threshold structures,
which state that at leastt parties have to be honest to guarantee the desired property,
i.e.,ACC = {A ∈ 2M | |A| ≥ t}. However, such threshold structures do not always
adequately model trust for business processes, since the amount of tolerable malicious
parties does not only rely on the actual number of such participants, but it might ad-
ditionally reflect the users’ privileges, rights, and influence, and hence their respective
power to attack the system. Obviously, it will usually be much more difficult to keep
data secret from a corrupted CEO with all her privileges thanfrom a usual employee.
Similarly, corrupting a pivotal server storing sensitive data like secret keys for lots of
employees will surely be more attractive than corrupting a stand-alone workstation of a
single employee.

Secondly, it has to be specified which information may leak from a communication
and how the adversary (respectively the dishonest parties)can interfere in the com-
munication process, e.g., by modifying messages in transit. This corresponds to an
external view of trust, which is captured using achannel model. Formally, a channel
model is a functionχ mapping each connection of a system model to an element of
the set{s, r, i}, representing (s)ecure, (r)eliable, or (i)nsecure channels. The set can be
extended to other connection types. Both access structuresand channel models will be
further treated when we introduce our formal model.

2.3 A Certified Mail System as Running Example

In order to illustrate the need for the previously mentionedsecurity goals, we continue
with a simple example system: a certified mail system, which models a fair exchange
of a message against a receipt, i.e., the message is delivered if and only if a valid re-
ceipt is issued. If this condition is violated, then the cheated person should be able to
successfully complain at a trusted third party. Certified mail is an important primitive
for electronic-commerce processes and other atomicity services.

Here and in the following, we letM := {1, . . . , n} denote the set of the users of
the certified mail system, and these users can communicate with each other over an
insecure network like the Internet. In our certified mail system, this set has to comprise
one distinguished trust third partyv that has to be honest, i.e., it is trusted by both the
sender and the recipient.

In order to implement such a system, each participant at firsthas to be able to check
the authenticity of an incoming message. This obviously cannot be achieved that easily
in the presence of malicious adversaries and an insecure network, since it allows for
modifying a message and faking its origin without granting the recipient a possibility to
detect this tampering. For successfully complaining at thethird party in case of cheat-
ing, a party has to be forced to issue a commitment before it will actually receive the
desired goods. The cheated user can use this commitment to convince the verifier in



case of a cheating contractual partner. Cryptographic protocols are well-suited for these
tasks.

3 General Model Description

This section contains a brief review of the asynchronous model of probabilistic reactive
systems from [41], on which our subsequent work is based. Themodel itself is very
rigorously defined, but we use an informal description here due to lack of space. The
model is based on interacting state-machines as a common approach in business process
modeling; actually, the whole model has many similarities with other commonly used
models. The main difference is the incorporation of probabilism for dealing with the
concrete versions of cryptography in a meaningful way.

The machine model is probabilistic state-transition machines, similar to probabilis-
tic I/O automata as sketched by Lynch [36]. In prior formal models for business pro-
cess modeling, the usage of probabilism is avoided by assuming either deterministic or
non-deterministic machines. Although this is reasonable if the model does not intend
to address security properties, which are either explicitly or – more often – implicitly
based on cryptographic techniques, it does not allow for a meaningful analysis in the
presence of cryptography.

Communication between different machines is done viaports. Inspired by the CSP-
Notation [27], we write output and input ports asp! andp? respectively.Connections
are defined implicitly by naming convention, that is portp! sends messages top?. To
achieve asynchronous timing, a message is not directly sentto its recipient, but it is first
stored in a special machinẽp called abufferand waits to be scheduled.

If a machine wants to schedule thei-th message of buffer̃p (this machine must have
the unique clock out-portp⊳!) it simply sendsi atp⊳!. The buffer then schedules thei-th
message and removes it from its internal list. In our case, most buffers are scheduled
by the adversary, i.e., he has the clock out-port. The concept of buffers is essentially
the same as in other state-based business-process models, which simply postulate the
network to be asynchronous without mentioning where messages in transit are stored,
but reasoning about cryptography in a meaningful way presupposes a higher level of
rigorousness. Moreover, note that these buffers do not haveto be explicitly taken care
of when modeling a system. They are implicitly added in the model to allow for an
asynchronous definition of time and a meaningful analysis ofsecurity properties.

If a machine is switched, it receives an input tuple at its input ports and performs its
transition function yielding a new state and an output tuplein the deterministic case, or
a finite distribution over the set of states and possible outputs in the probabilistic case.
At each switching step of one particular machine, at most onevalue can arrive at every
input port and the machine can at most produce one output per port.

A collectionC of machines is a finite set of machines with pairwise different ma-
chine names and disjoint sets of ports. A port of a collectionis calledfree if its con-
necting port is not in the collection. These port will be connected to the users and the
adversary. A collectionC is calledclosedif it has no free ports except a special master-
clock in-port clk⊳?. This port will be used to resolve situation where the execution
cannot proceed.



For a closed collection, runs (sometimes calledtracesor executions) are defined as
follows. Scheduling of machines is done sequentially, so wehave exactly one active
machineM at any time. If this machine has cloc out-ports, it is allowedto select the
next message to be scheduled as explained above. If that message exists, it is delivered
by the buffer and the unique receiving machine is the next active machine. IfM tries to
schedule multiple messages, only one is taken, and if it schedules none or the message
does not exist, the special master scheduler is scheduled using the master-clock in-
port clk⊳?. For a formal definition of runs, see [41]. Due to the probabilistic transition
functions of the individual machines, we further obtain a probability space over the
runs, which will be useful for adequately expressing sophisticated security goals like
probabilistic flow of information. We further define the restriction of a run to a set̂M
of machines by restricting the run to those steps where a machineM ∈ M̂ is switched.
This is called theviewof M̂ .

3.1 Security-specific System Parts based on Trust Models

For security purposes, special collections are needed, because an adversary may have
taken over parts of the initially intended system. This is handled by considering asys-
temto be a set of possiblestructures, i.e., we have one structure for each element of the
trust model. First, the actual system part is defined and thenthe environment, consisting
of usersand theadversary. Each structure furthermore separates the set of free ports
into specified portsS and others. The specified ports are those where a certain service
is guaranteed. Typical examples of inputs at specified portsare “send messagem to id ”
for a message transmission system or “pay amountx to id ” for a payment system. In
the upcoming security definition, only the events at the specified ports have to be taken
care of. This allowsabstract specificationswith tolerable imperfections, which can be
explicitly granted to the adversary at the remaining ports of the system. A structure is
completed to aconfigurationby adding machinesH andA, modeling the joint hon-
est users and the adversary, respectively. The machineH is restricted to the specified
portsS , A connects to the remaining free ports of the structure and both machines can
interact, e.g., in order to model active attacks.

Configurations are always closed, i.e., no inputs or outputsare related to some ex-
ternal participant. This is suitable since users and the adversary are explicitly contained
in the configuration, so there is no need to model them externally as often done in other
formal models. We will see that including the users in the model allows for using the
concept ofsimulatabilitythat, roughly speaking, reflects the notion of a cryptographi-
cally secure implementation.

3.2 Standard Cryptographic Systems

In astandard cryptographic system, the structures are derived from oneintended struc-
tureand atrust model. The intended structure typically consists ofn machinesMu, one
for each possible user. This is shown on the left-hand side ofFigure 2. The trust model
consists of the already mentioned access structureACC and channel modelχ, cf. Sec-
tion 2.2. Here, the access structure contains the possible sets of uncorrupted machines
(among the intended ones), and the channel model classifies each channel as secure,



reliable (authentic but not private) or insecure. Now, we have one structure for each
elementH of ACC, i.e.,

Sys = {(M̂H, SH) | H ∈ ACC}

in which only the machines contained inH are considered, i.e., we havêMH =
{Mu | u ∈ H}. The remaining machines are absorbed into the adversary. Now we
modify the channels between two correct machines accordingto the channel model in
the following way. If a connectionc is considered as secure (χ(c) = s), it remains
unchanged, i.e., both parties are directly connected, and the adversary does not learn
anything about communications on that channel. If a connection is reliable (χ(c) = r),
every output is additionally sent to the adversary corresponding to listening on a channel
without the ability of changing the content. This corresponds to an authenticated chan-
nel. Finally, messages sent on insecure connections(χ(c) = i) have to pass through
the adversary, i.e., he can read and modify them in transit. Aconfiguration of such a
structure, after taking the trust model into account, is shown on the right-hand side of
Figure 2. After these modifications, each derivation represents a realistic scenario for
the particular trust model, where information may leak or authenticity may not be guar-
anteed because of an insecure network like the Internet, or where exchange of public
keys can be precisely modeled using authenticated channels.

H

M1 M3M2

H

M1 M3M2

A

User
Chosen-message

attacks etc.

Machines
Adversary

clk  ?S

Fig. 2. A configuration of an intended structure is shown on the left-hand side (forn = 3).
The right-hand side shows a derivation induced by the trust model. In this case, we haveH =

{1, 2}, so the third machine is absorbed into the adversary, and thechannel model classifies the
connection between the correct machine as authenticated.

3.3 Simulatability
Simulatability is an important cryptographic concept, which allows for securely refining
the cryptographic parts of a specification. Simulatabilityessentially means that what-
ever might happen to an honest userH in a real systemSys real can also happen to the
same honest user in an ideal SystemSys id. Formally speaking, for every configuration
conf

1
of Sys real there is a configurationconf

2
of Sys id with the same users yielding

indistinguishable viewsof H in both systems. We abbreviate this bySys real ≥sec Sys id.
Indistinguishability is a well-defined cryptographic notion from [44].

Several nice results on simulatability exist. At first, there exists a composition the-
orem stating that a step-wise refinement maintains the simulatability property [41].



Moreover, integrity and privacy properties (more precisely, integrity properties formu-
lated in a linear-time logic and non-interference properties) are preserved under simu-
latability[9, 6], which allows for proving properties on a high-level abstract layer that
can be refined later down to the cryptographic layer without destroying the already
proven properties. These theorems are essential for modular proofs.

Hence, the analysis of security properties only has to be done for the abstract specifi-
cation, and the results magically carry over to the actual cryptographic implementation.
In the upcoming section, this approach is used to define abstractions of commonly used
cryptographic primitives, which can be implemented in the sense of simulatability. The
benefit is that these abstractions can be conveniently used within a specification, and
serve as a construction kit for designing large processes out of these small building
blocks. Refining the crypto-related parts can then be easily, but securely achieved with-
out any additional work. Hence designers or process analysts are not forced to have a
strong background in security.

4 Towards a Secure Implementation: Refinement using Common
Cryptographic Primitives

In this section, we investigate the notion of refinement of a process within our model,
distinguishing between refinement on the component level, on the action level, or on
the trust level. As the refinement of abstract cryptographicspecifications by real cryp-
tographic protocols is one of the main benefits of our model, we continue with a brief
review on abstract and concrete versions of the most important cryptographic primitives
comprising secure channels, certified mail, and a simulatable cryptographic library.

4.1 Security in Different Layers of Refinement

Refinement is an important aspect of a design process, as shown in Figure 1. The part
where our model is most beneficial is that it enables sound refinement of abstract spec-
ifications of cryptographic protocols by real cryptographic protocols. However, the in-
clusion of trust and security requirements may influence alllayers.

Another important argument for having a joint model of business processes and
cryptographic protocols is that typical business-processmodeling may occur againun-
der a layer with cryptographic protocols.

All this is illustrated in Figure 3. Part 1 of this figure showsan abstract cryptographic
primitive, here fair exchange as sketched in Section 2.3. Inan overall business-modeling
process, this may be one element after previous refinements.

Part 2 of the figure shows refinement by a real cryptographic protocol. This is pri-
marily component refinement because the behavior of the abstract primitive is modeled
by one state machine, while the real protocol shows the real three parties of such a pro-
tocol. Further, it contains action refinement: On the abstract layer, the fair exchange is
essentially one step (exchange or not, depending on certainpreconditions; only asyn-
chrony and giving the adversary a choice to disrupt the protocol breaks this step up a
bit). The real protocol contains several real state transitions corresponding to an input
of a protocol message, an internal action of one party, and output of the next protocol
message.
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Fig. 3. Different types of refinement.

We show two possible next refinement steps: Part 3a of the figure shows business-
process modeling of the partyTTP. While in the cryptographic protocol its action is
only a few monolithic state transitions, for a real such party quite complicated internal
workflows must be designed. The figure just shows a web-service frontend, a protocol
engine, a crypto engine and a logging component that interact to implement the state
transitions. Further, one needs management components forthese functional compo-
nents and approval workflows for use of the management components. This may be
treated as a standard business-process modeling and implementation issue without fur-
ther specific security considerations, because the trust model in Layer 2 was that users
s andr have to trustTTP. However, it is better to refine the trust model on this layer,so
that nobody needs to trust all components ofTTP. For instance, web-service frontends
are less trusted than crypto engines. “Refinement” for trustmeans that no new trust may
be introduced. More precisely, the system with the trust model inherited from the higher
layer must fulfill the higher-layer properties, but the morewe can restrict the necessary
trust in sub-components the better.

Part 3b shows another way of refining the trust: Requirings andr to trustTTP,
even with respect to the organization as such and not its components, is quite a strong
restriction. We may want to distribute this power. The figureshows refinement ofTTP
by a cryptographic protocol for secure state-machine distribution with 2-out-of-3 trust,
i.e., as long as two of the three organizationsTTP1, TTP2, andTTP3 are trustwor-
thy, the overall protocol is as secure as that on the higher layer. This goes along with
a refinement of the messaging interface of componentsS andR to interact with the
distributedTTP. (See [23] for real protocols achieving this.) After this step, for each
individualTTPi , business-process modeling as in Step 3a may be applied.

4.2 Secure Channels

In the following, we review the fundamental primitive of secure channels, which will
probably serve as the foundation of upcoming modeling examples due to its simplicity



but generality. We start with the concrete implementation,and continue with a deter-
ministic, but faithful abstraction, i.e., properties proved for this specification carry over
to the concrete implementation. It was a longstanding open question whether such “be-
nign” abstractions exist, which was answered in the affirmative for some of the most
important cryptographic primitives so far. The solution tothe problem was to augment
naive abstractions with tolerable imperfections to obtainidealized systems for which
practical protocols exist.

Concrete Implementation.Our real system is a standard cryptographic system of the
form where any subset of participants may be dishonest. It uses asymmetric encryption
and digital signatures as cryptographic primitives. A useru can let his machine create
signature and encryption keys that are sent to other users over authenticated channels.
Messages sent from useru to userv are signed and encrypted byMu and sent toMv over
an insecure channel, representing a real network. The adversary can schedule the com-
munication between correct machines and send arbitrary messages to arbitrary users
(but only using the identity of the dishonest users).

Abstract Specification.The abstract specification is a system of the formSysSecMess

ideal =
(THH, SH) | H ∈ ACC} whereTHH is a deterministic machine modeling an idealized
behavior of the real system. A user can again letTHH create signature and encryption
keys, or send messages to arbitrary users. In contrast to thereal system, no keys are
actually generated, butTHH only stores that a key generation of the particular user
has happened and informs the adversary of this fact. If a message should be sent from
useru to userv then this message is not sent over the network, but simply stored in
an internal array ofTHH. Now THH tells the adversary that a message has been sent
fromu to v, and gives it a handle to the particular position in the arraythat contains the
message, along with the actual length of the plaintext message. The adversary can use
this information to schedule the message, which is then delivered by the trusted host.

Intuitively, the machineTHH models the key essence of sending of encrypted mes-
sages and authenticated key exchange. The adversary does neither learn anything on
the content of a sent message nor does he has the possibility to alter it, but he is ex-
plicitly granted certain information like the length of theplaintext, and that a message
has indeed been sent. These are the already mentioned tolerable imperfections, which
stem from the fact that a cryptographic implementation cannot avoid the adversary from
learning this particular information on his own, at least not with reasonable loss of com-
plexity. Hence, modeling these imperfections also within the specification is the key
element for achieving secure implementations.

Some Variants.For secure channels, several variants have already been proven with
a simulatability definition like ordered channels [7], which guarantee maintaining the
order of sent messages, or reliable channels [14], which guarantee eventual delivery of
a message. One of the most important extension is the cryptographic firewall [9] which
uses digital signatures to establish a virtual private network, i.e., it builds up a firewall
around users which are only connected via an insecure network like the Internet. The
firewall is mainly achieved be augmenting the secure channelprimitive with a filtering
system that sorts out message, which are sent by senders outside of the firewall. The
secure channels already provide authenticity of messages and their origins, hence the



filtering procedure precisely sorts out the desired message. However, certain complica-
tions have to be taken into account like avoiding denial-of-service attacks etc.

4.3 A Primitive for Certified Mail

Now we review the primitive for our running example of certified mail.

Concrete Implementation.The real system is again a standard cryptographic system;
however, now a specific partyTTP must be honest, i.e., all sets inACC contain it.

The system starts with a key-exchange phase. Later, for eachexchange, the senders
and recipientr run a subprotocol. As an example, we sketch the efficient asynchronous
protocol from [1].

It consists of a four-message standard flow, and two subprotocols where one of the
original parties complains toTTP, andTTP fairly aborts or finalizes this exchange.
In Message 1, the sender gives a commitment to the mail. A commitment is a lower
cryptographic primitive that fixes a message, but, like encryption, does not allow the
message to be read yet. In Message 2, the recipient signs thathe is willing to provide
a receipt if this commitment is opened to him. In Message 3, the sender opens the
commitment, i.e., sends the message and a verification value, and in Message 4, the
recipient sends a receipt.

If the recipient does not send the receipt (or due to the asynchronous network or
an outside adversary it is delayed for too long), the sender shows Messages 1 to 3 to
TTP. If the recipient has sent the promise (Message 2) and does not receive the opened
commitment, he also complains toTTP with Messages 1 and 2. If a sender-complaint
arrives first,TTP provides a replacement receipt. If a recipient-complaint arrives first,
TTP signs for the recipient that the exchange was aborted.

Abstract Specification.The abstract specification again essentially consists of one de-
terministic trusted hostTHCertMail

H in each structure. The main inputs are of the form
(send, r,m) for sending a mailm to a recipientr, and(receive, s) for a recipient to
indicate willingness to get a mail froms and provide a receipt. Essentially, the trusted
host looks whether there are two matching inputs; if yes, it outputs the messagem to
r and a success indicator tos. A detailed specification is already subtle and interesting
for the higher processes. First, we need transaction identifiers as additional parameters
to define which inputs match. Secondly, we have to choose between the simple inputs
just defined and a so-called labeled variant where the recipient also agrees to a subject
for the mail to be received, i.e., the above inputs have yet additional parameters. This
may be of more use in many applications. Thirdly, there are inputs to show and verify
a receipt, because that is the purpose of receipts in a higherprotocol. Finally, we have
to model the power of an adversary in realistic protocols like the one above: He may
learn of exchanges even between honest participants, but not the message and subject
involved, and he can force protocols to end unsuccessfully.

4.4 A Foundation for Sophisticated Cryptographic Protocols: A Cryptographic
Library

When using more sophisticated protocols, we cannot only rely on simple secure chan-
nels, since several messages might be encrypted twofold, nonces might have to be



included etc. Moreover, plugging in cryptographic primitives in larger protocols in a
naive way may give rise to man-in-the-middle attacks, type confusion attacks, and so
on. Hence, we need a more sophisticated system that takes care of all these subtleties,
mainly by following the rules of robust protocol design. Moreover, it should allow for
composing messages, for including important design principles like nonces etc.

Recently, a simulatable cryptographic library has been introduced in [15, 18], which
provides these important design principles, and serves as apowerful tool for integrating
security in the analysis (and the design) of business processes. We omit a more detailed
description due to lack of space.

4.5 Modeling the Certified Mail System
In the following, we express the certified mail system of Section 2.3 in our model. The
system offers each user one port for sending and receiving messages from the system,
respectively. Using the conventions of [41], these ports are namedoutu ! andinu? for
useru. (The corresponding portsoutu? and inu ! are then ports of the system.) These
ports are also the specified ports of the system. Using the abstract primitiveTHCertMail

for certified mail from Section 4.3, we can now easily derive an abstract version of our
system that has the desired functionality. This is shown at the left-hand side of Fig-
ure 4. The derivation of a concrete implementation is also very simple. We just have to
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Fig. 4. Refinement of the Certified Mail Specification. The abstract primitive is replaced by its
concrete cryptographic counterpart.

replace the abstract systemTHCertMail with its predefined secure implementation, con-
sisting of the actual protocol machinesMCertMail

u
. Since this implementation has been

derived according to the simulatability paradigm (cf. Section 3.3), the desired integrity
property of certified mail carries over to the implementation without any further work,
i.e., this implementation is provably secure if the specification can be proven to be se-
cure. Hence, the final step is the actual validation of the specification, preferably using
formal methods. The feasibility of formal methods for this task is the topic of the next
section.

5 On the Applicability of Formal Methods
The formal verification of security issues for arbitrary (non business-related) processes
has been subject to lots of papers in the literature (a very partial list includes [42, 35,



39]). Just as we did in the previous section, the use of actualcryptography was avoided
by considering abstractions. However, the used abstractions are oversimplified in the
sense that no secure implementation of them is known. Thus the above concepts for
formal verification cannot be easily transfered to the demands of business process mod-
eling, which was one of the main reasons why we decided to baseour work on a more
cryptographic approach. The disadvantage is that applyingformal methods to the ab-
stractions of the previous section is more time-consuming,and also not investigated that
well.

As already mentioned in the previous section, all our abstractions are at least de-
terministic hence we do not have to consider tools for dealing with probabilism like
probabilistic model checking. Moreover, no such tool exists for dealing with the cryp-
tographic details like error probabilities. Because of avoiding these problems, our ab-
stractions are in scope of formal proof systems, at least of formal theorem provers, for
which significant results on proving medium-size examples of this kind already exist,
e.g., in [7, 6] using the theorem prover PVS [38]. All of our abstractions presented above
are surely in scope of theorem proving, and further work in this area may additionally
benefit from specialized tools such as SAL [22] – an extensionof PVS – that provides
an environment for the analysis of systems specified as statemachines.

However, the use of automated model checking instead of theorem proving would
surely be very promising as it has become a very popular method to verify the properties
of finite-state concurrent systems [24]. It is also the more common approach in the busi-
ness process community, mainly because it has been successfully used in other models
to verify medium-sized examples [28, 32]. Since interacting finite-state machines are
the foundation of these techniques, they are as well applicable to our underlying model.
More precisely, if we avoid using our cryptographic abstractions from the previous sec-
tion, and concentrate on modeling common examples without security just as prior work
does, using our model for this task does not impose any disadvantages.

When using our abstractions, the main problem could be that they are simply too
complex for being model-checked, which hence needs furtherinvestigation. However,
the basic primitives like secure channels or the cryptographic firewall are surely feasible
for current model checkers. In contrast to that, the more sophisticated abstractions like
certified mail or even the cryptographic library have very complex transition functions
that are additionally based on complex and unbounded datastructure like a database
with different types of entries. An ad-hoc application of a model checker will fail almost
surely, but we are confident that the complexity can be further reduced by developing
or adapting commonly data-independence techniques, e.g.,[43].
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